I. Nomenclature

II. Introduction
In turbulent premixed combustion, local turbulent burning velocities are dependent on the structure and wrinkling of flames, which are affected by various parameters including local turbulence levels, shear layer geometry, flame attachment locations, and flame-flame interactions [1] . The impact of these parameters is not universal -their effects on flame structure and wrinkling are different for different flame configurations. Several studies have experimentally investigated the impact of turbulence on flame structure and wrinkling [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] and have provided a foundational understanding of the behavior of flame structure and its impact on burning velocity and flame propagation. While these studies provide insightful information, the results obtained in these studies are limited to single-flame configurations. Present day combustion devices, such as jet engine combustors and augmentors, power generation gas turbines, and industrial boilers and furnaces, utilize multiple adjacent turbulent flames. In these devices, the interaction of individual flow fields and scalar fields from multiple flames changes the flame dynamics. Additionally, within the interaction zones of these flames, the flame wrinkling process is affected by changes in the local turbulence levels and flame structure.
Capturing the behavior of flame-flame interactions is a critical first step in the development of sub-grid models for some common large eddy simulations (LES). Many of these sub-grid scale turbulent combustion models use flame surface density (FSD) transport equations to model the flame behavior [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Appropriate prediction of flame surface generation and destruction is important to these models as the turbulent flame speed is known to directly correlate with FSD [4, 18] . Flame surface destruction is known to occur due to flame surface quenching and mutual flame-flame interactions in turbulent flames [18] . Several models have been proposed in the past to account for these destruction mechanisms [17, 19] , although very few experimental studies have been performed that can be used to validate these models, including work done by Skiba et al. [24] and Worth and Dawson [25] .
These flame-flame interaction dynamics are particularly important to capture in V-flames as V-flames have been shown to have significant wrinkling as a result of the mean shear generated by the separating boundary layer from the bluff body. Studies of turbulent V-flames by 26] have shown that topology of the flame front significantly varies with changes in the inlet turbulence intensities. Formations of flame cusps are enhanced as the inlet turbulence levels increase to moderate levels. Additionally, freely propagating flames, flame pockets and localized extinctions are also reported to be observed in V-flames at high inlet turbulence levels [9] . In one of their studies, Kheirkhah and Gülder showed that flame front velocity statistics vary as a function of streamwise location from the flame holder location [26] . Their results showed that the transverse component of the reactants velocity in the vicinity of the flame front drives the fluctuation of the flame front and the flame front velocity. This mechanism also increases the flame front velocity as a function of downstream distance and at larger downstream distances, the flame front velocity is shown to be much greater than the corresponding laminar flame speed. These studies show that wrinkling is enhanced in V-flames at larger downstream distances and results in greater flame front propagation speeds.
Flame interaction zones have been a primary focus for a number of studies [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] ; however, many of these studies have focused on flames undergoing thermoacoustic instability. Results from some of these studies have shown that flame area fluctuations from interactions between two adjacent flames can change the feedback mechanism and flame response [27] [28] [29] [30] . Other studies have investigated the impact of interacting flames on global flame characteristics in gas turbine configurations; their results have shown that closer flame spacing results in a wide flame brush [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . Worth and Dawson have also shown that greater levels of flame interactions result in increased negative curvatures; this increase in negative curvatures is due to enhanced flame cusping events in the interaction regions. Additionally, flame surface density fluctuations in acoustically forced flames increased at a greater rate than heat release rate fluctuations because of higher levels of mean flame stretch. More recent work by Worth and Dawson shows that a strong correlation exists between flame surface annihilation events and the fluctuation of the heat release rate in selfexcited oscillating, interacting V-flames [25] . Their results show that self-excited oscillations do not affect the probability of flame-flame interaction events but change their spatial distribution and phase, when compared with stable flames. Vortex dynamics in the merging region of adjacent flames are found to affect the location of flame channel closing events in the case of closely spaced interacting V-flames that result in phase changes in the heat release rates, impacting the stability of the system. Direct numerical simulations (DNS) provide unique insights into the details of a flame-flame interaction event. DNS studies by Dunstan et al. [36, 37] investigated two interacting turbulent V-flames. In their study, local flameflame interactions were categorized into normal and counter-normal interactions. Normal interactions occur when flame surfaces propagate towards each other and reactants are consumed in the middle. Topologies of normal interactions can be categorized into: convex interactions, tunnel-closure interactions, and pocket burnout interactions. Convex interactions are quasi-one-dimensional, tunnel closure interactions are quasi-two-dimensional, and pocket burnout interactions are completely three-dimensional. Counter-normal interactions occur when the product-sides of the flame surfaces propagate towards each other and are quasi-one-dimensional in nature. Results from Dunstan's studies showed that a majority of normal interactions occurred in the flame interaction regions and counter-normal interactions occurred in the wakes of the bluff-bodies, where strong compressive strains were present. While this study used a single-step global chemical reaction, it was one of the only DNS to consider a V-flame configuration, where cylindrical flame holders were utilized that are more commonly used in laboratory-scale flames, resulting in a more realistic flow configuration.
Fundamental DNS studies have probed more deeply into the local structure of flames during the interaction events [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] . Using two-dimensional simulations, Chen et al. [39] have shown that local flame surface area, and consequently the heat release rate, changes significantly during a tunnel closure and subsequent pocket formation burnout. Their results show that the flame area decreases rapidly due to annihilation of the flame from the interaction event; global heat release trends follow the variation in flame area due to stretch effects. Results also show a four-fold increase in density-weighted displacement speed during pocket burnout, which occurs from preferential diffusion effects. Other simulation studies have also reported significant changes in flame propagation and consumption speeds during pocket burnout events [38, [45] [46] [47] . As highlighted by these results, flame surface destruction events directly affect the flame propagation speeds and heat release rates. Despite the high level of understanding gained from these DNS, the lack of large-scale computational domains and restricted flow configurations limit our understanding of these sub-grid scale level events for realistic combustion devices. For accurate modeling of the flame behavior at the sub-grid scale, it is important to obtain statistically converged experimental results to better predict the flame behavior and validate the sub-grid scale FSD models.
These previous studies show that interactions between flames both at large-and small-scales affect the flame behavior. Separately, these studies have provided insightful discussions on the effect of these interactions, however, only a few studies have investigated the transitive effects of large-scale interactions on small-scale interactions. The goal of this study is to preliminarily investigate the link between large-scale and small-scale interactions in the interaction zones of turbulent V-flames. In particular, the effect of interacting flames on the local flame morphology is characterized and compared for variations in absolute turbulence levels. High-speed flame front imaging is performed at three different flow conditions. A novel image processing technique is implemented and flame-flame interactions are statistically characterized to link the local behavior to large-scale motions observed along the flame front in these flames.
III. Experimental Configuration and Diagnostics
A. Burner Configurations
The experimental facility consists of two identical burners with 100 mm x 10 mm exit planes and 3.18 mm diameter circular bluff-bodies attached along the 100 mm length direction (Figure 1(a) ). Each burner consists of two stacked sections that contain the inlet for the incoming flow, two layers of ceramic honeycombs and two perforated plates. A premixed natural gas and air mixture flows through the two layers of ceramic honeycomb inside the burners, which condition the flow before the mixture reaches the two perforated plates placed at 30 mm and 10 mm upstream of the burner exit. The perforated plates have a hole diameter of 3.18 mm and an open area of 40%, resulting in the generation of averaged non-reacting flow turbulence-intensities of 18%. More details of the burner are described in [48] . Each burner design also includes two types of pilot flames: small "anchoring" pilots, which are located close to the exit of the burners and help anchor the flames on the experiment, and larger "back-support" pilots, which provide adiabatic or super-adiabatic combustion products around the flames; however, pilot flames are not used in the current study. Instead, circular bluff-bodies are used as flame holders for the present study. These bluff-bodies block approximately 32% of the open area for reactant gas flow, leaving approximately 34% open area on either side of the bluff-bodies for each burner. 
B. OH-Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence (OH-PLIF)
A high-speed OH-PLIF system is used at 10 kHz to obtain instantaneous flame fronts of flames investigated in this study (Figure 1(b) ). The dye laser (Sirah Credo) of the system is tuned to the Q1(6) line of the A 2 Σ + ← X 2 Π (1-0) excitation band to excite the OH radicals with a wavelength of 282.94 nm. The maximum pulse energy obtained from the dye laser at 10 kHz repetition-rate is 0.3 mJ/pulse and collimated sheet optics are used to obtain a laser sheet with an approximate height of 21 mm. A CMOS sensor camera (Photron FASTCAM SA1.1), an external intensifier (LaVision HS-IRO) with a 100 mm f/2.8 UV lens (Cerco), coupled with a high transmissivity interference filter (LaVision 1108760 VZ), are used to collect the OH signal at 320 nm. The imaging field of view through this setup is 50 mm x 100 mm and the intensifier gate is 100 ns to reduce background flame luminosity in the images. The resulting resolution of the OH-PLIF images from this setup is 0.1 mm/pixel. For each case, 10000 images are acquired.
C. Image Binarization and Registration
Raw OH-PLIF images are corrected for laser sheet intensity variations and are filtered using a median and a bilateral filter to reduce noise levels. Dynamic thresholding of filtered images is performed using Otsu's method [49] to obtain instantaneous binary progress variable images and flame edges are obtained by tracing the edges of these binarized images using the 'bwboundaries' function in MATLAB [49] . Time-averaged progress variable fields ( ̅ ) are obtained by averaging the binarized images. A non-rigid image is utilized to identify local flame-flame interaction events using MATLAB's 'imregdemons' function. A detailed discussion on the mathematical description of this technique can be found in [36, 37, 50, 51] . In this technique, translation operations are performed on consecutive image pairs ('fixed' and 'moved') to account for changes due to local convection and resulting differences are recorded. An example of implementation of this technique to OH-PLIF binarized images is shown in Figure 2 . The 'fixed' image corresponds to the binarized image at = 0 and the 'moved' image correspond to the binarized image at = 0 + Δ in this figure. The estimated non-rigid displacement fields are operated on the 'moved' image and the difference between the 'registered moved' image and the 'fixed' image correspond to topological differences in these flames within 100 μs (shown by arrows in Figure 2 ). Edges of topologically changing regions are calculated and decomposed into two parts: part of the flame edge that is consumed and the part that remains on the connected flame Table 1 shows the operating conditions for V-flames investigated in this study. For these flames, the equivalence ratio ( ) is kept close to 0.9 and the flame spacing ( ) is kept at 55 mm to ensure stabilization of flames on the bluffbodies in each burner. While the equivalence ratio varies slightly, we do not expect it to significantly alter the flame interaction behavior because the flame speed and stretch sensitivity of the flames in this range are not highly sensitive to small changes in equivalence ratio. The interaction zones for these flames are located in FOV III and IV ( Figure  1(b) ) and the focus of this study is on characterization of the interacting flame behavior in FOV IV. Figure 3 (a) shows the time-averaged progress variable ( ̅ ) fields of flames A -C in FOV IV. Results from this FOV are particularly interesting as the merging of flow fields from both burners can be expected in this region and a large amount of wrinkling is present along the flame fronts. Visually, ̅ fields show minor differences in flame development between the left and the right burners. These may exist due to minor geometry differences in the turbulence generation plates between the left and the right burner and it is believed that this difference has negligible effects on the analysis carried out in this study. The ̅ fields between flames A -C show little variation between each case, indicating that small variations in turbulence levels do not significantly affect the time-averaged flame structure. To highlight the differences in flame structure in the central region, horizontal slice comparisons of ̅ of flames A -C at various downstream locations are shown in Figure 3(b) . The ̅ profiles for these flames show values greater than zero in this region, indicating that flame fronts along the inner flame branches interact with each other. These inner branches of the left and right flames do not mutually merge with each other in this region; however, strong flame front motions are present in the cross-stream directions along the inner flame branches, indicating that the presence of an adjacent flame results in changes in flame propagation, as highlighted by the ̅ contour lines in Figure 3(a) . While the outer flame branches have densely packed ̅ contours, the inner flame branches show sparse distributions of some of these ̅ contours. Additionally, ̅ = 0.1 -0.3 contours for the inner branches of left flames are found to be connected to those of the inner branches of the right flames. This indicates that the inner flame fronts can be frequently found near the centerline of the experiment. For this study, we call this central region as the interaction zones of these flames. Reynolds number results in a lower probability of finding the flame front in the interaction zone. These differences suggest that interacting flames affect the distribution of the flame brush in the interaction zone and while the interaction only affects a small range of the flame brush ( ̅ = 0.1 -0.5), it can also affect the dynamics of the flame structure in this region. As noted previously, the local flame structure directly correlates with the local turbulent burning velocity and in the next few sections, the behavior of the local flame structure is characterized by presenting statistics of the local flame-flame interaction dynamics of these flames.
A. Test Matrix
C. Local Flame-Flame Interaction Statistics
Flame-flame interactions can occur in two ways: normal or counter-normal. For this study, normal interactions are called 'reactant-side interactions' and counter-normal interactions are called 'product-side interactions.' Examples of these interactions for flame C are shown in Figure 4 , where instances of reactant-side interactions are shown by blue arrows and instances of product-side interactions are shown in green arrows. Both types of interactions can result in annihilation of flame surface and formation of flame pockets. In reactant-side interactions, the flame surface can either fold on itself and create a pocket of reactants that is consumed, or mutual interaction can occur between two sections of the flame, resulting in destruction of the flame surface. Like reactant-side interactions, product-side interactions can also either result in pure annihilation of the flame surface or form flame pockets of combustion products. Figure 3(c) shows the PDFs of total flame curvatures of these flames in FOV IV. These curvature PDFs show that a large amount of wrinkling is present along the flame front, suggesting that frequent flame folding and pinch-off events that lead to flame-flame interactions can occur in this FOV, affecting the local turbulent burning velocity of the flames. These flame-flame interaction events are typically three-dimensional and using by twodimensional imaging, only the in-plane component of these events can be identified and reported in this study. Using the image registration methodology described in section III-C, statistical quantification of reactant-and product-side interactions is performed. Figure 5(a) shows the rates of reactant-and product-side interactions (ℛ ) in Hertz for flames A -C for a period of one second. Since the merging of an existing flame pocket with a flame front is not counted as an interaction in this technique, these rates only include interaction events that occur due to pinch-off or folding of the attached flame front. These results show that more flame-flame interactions events occur as the turbulence levels are increased. Increasing the turbulence levels increases the range of scales of wrinkling on the flame and leads to interactions occurring at a wider range of scales. This observation is true for both reactant-side and product-side interaction events. However, a direct comparison between the two types of interaction rates shows that reactant-side interactions occur almost twice as often as product-side interactions in all flames. In the case of reactantside interactions, the flame fronts propagate towards each other locally while consuming the reactants, showing that flame dynamics are dominant by such events. For product-side interactions to occur, the local flow needs to be highly strained to counter flame propagation in order to cause the flame fronts to fold and merge on the product-side. The vast differences in the reactant-and product-side interaction rates suggest that flame propagation is dominant over the flow strain effects for a majority of the flame-flame interaction events in these flames.
Due to the amount of wrinkling present in flames in this FOV, a large number of flame pockets appear in the OH-PLIF plane of measurement. These flame pockets are generally formed from flame-flame interactions; however, flame pockets can appear from out-of-plane motion or by convecting into the image from the bottom of the frame. Flame pockets can either contain reactant or product gases and depending on the type of the pocket, their dynamics can be quite different. To capture their dynamic nature, a detailed tracking algorithm is implemented. A brief description of this algorithm is presented here: flame pockets in consecutive images are grouped and a convective distance threshold based on and ′ is used to predict the location of a pocket of interest in the consecutive frames. Once the location of the pocket in the consecutive frames is identified, an individual label is assigned to the pocket in each frame. These steps are followed until further tracking of the pocket is not possible. Figure 5(b) shows the rates of pockets (ℛ ) tracked in FOV IV for flame A -C for a period of one second. Results presented here show that similar magnitudes of pocket rates are obtained for both reactant and product pockets for all flames. As noted previously, increasing turbulence levels increases the amount of wrinkling and the range of length-scales present in the flow, resulting in the increased pocket formation.
Figure 5: (a) Reactant-and product-side interaction rates ( [ ]), and (b) rates of pocket formations ( [ ]) in flames A -C
A comparison between interaction rates and pocket rates shows that a similar number of reactant-side interactions and flame pockets occur for flames A -C in FOV IV, indicating that most reactant-side interactions form pockets. However, the product pocket rates obtained are almost twice as large as the product-side interaction rates for these flames. This anomaly suggests that more product pockets are observed in the plane of measurement compared to the product-side interaction events, which could be attributed to the out-of-plane motions present in this FOV.
To understand the discrepancy in the product-side interaction rates and product pocket rates, the pocket tracking algorithm and image registration technique are used to quantify the 'origin' and 'fate' of individual pockets. The tracking stores the instances of a pocket's initial and final spatial locations and lifetime. This information, coupled with image registration, allows us to check whether the pocket originates from a flame-flame interaction event or through other mechanisms. Three categories of the origin of each pocket are identified: 1) if a pocket appears into the FOV due to convection, it is categorized under 'From bottom'; 2) if the pocket appears from out-of-plane, it is categorized under 'Appear; 3) if the pocket is formed due to an observed flame-flame interaction, it is categorized under 'Interaction'. Similarly, the fate of the pocket is identified and grouped into three categories: 1) if the pocket convects out of the FOV, it is categorized under 'Moved out'; 2) if the pocket disappears or burns out, it is categorized under 'Disappeared/Consumed'; 3) if the pocket merges into an existing flame front, it is categorized as 'Merged'. Inspection of the OH-PLIF images suggests that reactant pockets generally burn out and product pockets disappear. These broad categories of the origin and fate of reactant and product pockets not only help with the statistical quantification of their behavior, but also assist in understanding the level of three-dimensionality of flames in this FOV. As a large number of pockets may appear from out-of-plane motions, this categorization of the pockets can help understand the contribution of in-plane vs. out-of-plane flame-flame interaction events on changing the local topology of the measured in-plane flame surface.
Results from this analysis are presented in Figure 6 ; it is important to note that results shown here only pertain to tracked pockets with information on both the origin and fate. These results show that the observed reactant pockets generally are formed from reactant-side interactions and are consumed in the same plane of measurement. While some of these pockets appear from out-of-plane or are convected into this plane, they contribute to a smaller proportion of the tracked pockets. Results on the fate of reactant pockets show that a majority of the pockets are consumed in the same plane of measurement and small proportions of these pockets convect out of the frame or merge with existing flame fronts. The results on the product pockets are interesting as they show that most of these pockets appear from out-of-plane motions and small proportions of these pockets originate from product-side interactions and bulk convection. These differences explain the differences between the product-side interaction and pocket rates reported in Figure 5 . These results also suggest that pockets formed from out-of-plane product-side interaction events contribute to a large proportion of the pockets observed in the current plane of measurement. The fate results of the product pockets show that a majority of the pockets disappear; however, a significant proportion of the pockets merge into attached flame fronts. Merging of product pockets, as well as reactant pockets, into existing flame fronts results in addition of flame surface, consequently changing the local burning intensity of the reactant gases. product pockets Figure 7 shows the PDFs of ̅ at the locations of reactant-and product-side interaction events. The PDF plots for product-side interactions show peaks around ̅ = 0.1 -0.3, suggesting that product-side interactions mostly occur along the reactant side of the flame brush. On the other hand, the PDF plots for reactant-side interactions for flames A -C show that these interaction events are distributed over a wide range of ̅ values. Inspection of OH-PLIF images shows that the width of the flame brush in this region is a result of large-scale flame motions, and that interactions occur at smaller length-scales on top of these large-scale motions. As such, the distribution of interactions is spread across a wide range in progress variable space. In the next section, these large-scale motions are identified and their effect on flame-flame interaction events are considered. 
D. Impact of Large-Scale Motions on Local Flame-Flame Interactions
To identify coherent motions in the flames, the ̅ fields are subtracted from the instantaneous binarized images ( ) to obtain time-varying fluctuating images ( ′) for flames A -C, as described in Equation (1) .
Using this Reynolds decomposition, a time-series of fluctuating intensity values for each pixel is obtained. A fastFourier transform of ′ is performed to obtain the frequency spectrum of the flame fluctuation at every location. For this study, this Fourier analysis is performed at three probe locations in different regions of ̅ fields, as shown by black dots in Figure 8 . These locations are specifically chosen to capture large-scale motions along the inner branches of the left and right flames, as well as along the central part of the interaction zone. To further investigate the nature of these oscillations, harmonic reconstruction of ′ is performed to isolate motions corresponding to each peak frequency obtained from the Fourier analysis. This reconstruction is obtained by first calculating the amplitudes ( ) and phase angles ( ) of the fast-Fourier transform of ′( ), obtained from the expression shown in Equation (2):
The harmonic reconstruction at a frequency of interest is calculated using Equation (3):
Here, ℜ corresponds to the real-part of the expression. The image reconstruction is done over a limited region of the full image, shown in Figure 8 . To increase the computational speed for reconstructions, images are down-sampled by a factor of 16 and ̂( ) and ̃( ) are obtained at each "super-pixel" location. This down-sampling results in a resolution of 1.6 mm/pixel. Figure 10 shows one cycle of harmonically reconstructed oscillations at frequencies of 105 Hz and 210 Hz for flame A. These images show convective oscillations that span greater than half of the height of the FOV. Specifically, in the case of 105 Hz (Figure 10 (a) ), complete out-of-phase oscillations occur in the inner branches for both flames. These oscillations are not present in the outer flame branches of these flames (not shown), which indicates that the interaction between these flames strongly affects the flame branches in the interaction zones. Similar to flame A, these convective out-of-phase oscillations are also present in flames B and C at peak frequencies of 140 Hz and 150 Hz, respectively.
Flame-flame interaction events can be conditioned on the inner flame branches to directly investigate the effect of large-scale motions of the flame branches. This is achieved by creating interrogation windows along the -direction for each flame branch and assigning whether the interaction occurs along the inner branch of the left or the right flame. The size of the interrogation windows is set at 16 pixels in the vertical dimension, resulting in a resolution of 1.6 mm. These interrogation windows are shown in gray dashed-lines in Figure 8 . Since flame-flame interactions can occur over a wide range of scales, the centroids of the shapes of the interactions are used to obtain a single mean location in the -direction. These centroid locations are used to populate the interrogation windows and the spatial variation of flame-flame interaction events are obtained; these results are presented in Figure 11 (a) and (b). For all flames, reactantand product-side interactions are counted separately along the inner flame branches. Results for the reactant-side interactions show that in the current FOV, counts of interaction events tend to increase in the range of = 55 mm -62 mm and then decrease from = 63 mm -72 mm. The trends between the left and the right flame branches are similar to each other and for all flames shown here. For product-side interactions, differences exist between flame A and flames B and C; interaction counts for flame A show a peak near = 64 mm, while two peaks occur near = 57 mm and 67 mm for flames B and C. These results along the inner flame branches suggest that for reactant-side interactions, an increase in inlet Reynolds number only affects the intensity of these interactions and not their spatial distributions, On the other hand, for product-side interactions, the intensity, as well as the spatial distribution, are changed due to the increase in inlet Reynolds number.
To link the large-and small-scale motions, time series of the interaction event counts are extracted for each interrogation window along the inner flame branches; an example of such a time-series is shown in Figure 11(c) . While the interactions may seem intermittent, there is a connection between the time-scales of interactions and the large-scale frequencies shown in Figure 9 . Arrival frequencies of interaction events are calculated by evaluating the time delay between the occurrence of consecutive interaction events (Δ ) in an interrogation window location. These time-scales are inverted to obtain an arrival frequency ( ), as shown in Equation (4):
This analysis is performed at all interrogation window locations and for reactant-and product-side interaction events. Histogram maps of arrival frequencies as a function of downstream location are shown in Figure 12 . The left column in this figure correspond to reactant-side interactions and the right column corresponds to product-side interactions. The histogram maps show that reactant-side interaction events occur for a wide range of values in both inner flame branches. It is also interesting to note that near = 62 mm, the range of is broad, indicating a large number of interactions occurring for flames A -C as previously highlighted in Figure 11 . The broadband distribution of interaction frequencies is likely driven by turbulent flame wrinkling. Additionally, a high number of lower frequency interactions in the ranges of 100 Hz -500 Hz suggests that the large-scale oscillations corresponding to 105 Hz, 140 Hz, and 150 Hz may drive the occurrence of reactant-side interactions in both flame branches. Similarly, for product-side interactions, a majority of values fall in the low frequency ranges (100 Hz -500 Hz), suggesting that large-scale flame motions play a role in facilitating interactions. These results suggest that while local turbulence and flame wrinkling can be the primary mechanisms leading to flame-flame interactions, large-scale oscillations are equally important in the occurrence of these interactions. The connection between flame annihilation events and large-scale motions aligns with previous studies on thermoacoustically unstable systems, where large-scale flame oscillations affect the spatial distribution of flame-flame interaction events. Higher arrival frequencies for reactant-side interactions are present in closely packed regions along the -direction, while lower arrival frequencies are present along a wide range of -locations. Similarly, the lower arrival frequencies for product-side interactions are widely distributed along the -direction. This finding connects the large-scale global behavior to the sub-grid level behavior of turbulent flames. 
V. Conclusion
In this work, a preliminary investigation of the interaction zones of two interacting, turbulent V-flames is performed using high-speed OH-PLIF measurements. The behavior of the local flame structure is characterized by identification of flame-flame interaction events and flame pocket formation using a non-rigid image registration postprocessing technique. Interaction rates and pocket formation rates are found to increase with an increase in turbulence levels. Tracking of lifetime of flame pockets show that a majority of reactant pockets are formed from observed flameflame interactions and end in complete consumption of the reactant gases they contain. On the other hand, a large number of tracked product pockets are shown to appear in the plane of measurement and result in merging with existing flame fronts, changing the local burning velocity of reactant gases. Fourier analysis of the binarized OH-PLIF images shows that low-frequency, large-scale flame oscillations exist in the inner flame branches of these flames. Calculations of the arrival frequencies of flame-flame interactions events show a strong influence of these large-scale, low-frequency oscillations in facilitating the occurrence of the interaction events.
The limited flame/flow configurations in previous DNS studies investigating flame-flame interactions restricts our understanding of local interactions in more realistic configurations and experiments appear to be a viable approach to characterize these effects for a wide range of operating conditions and configurations. Future work from this experiment will include investigation of the interaction zones of V-flames at a wide range of operating conditions, including turbulence length-scales, flame spacing, Reynolds numbers, and, FOVs. Simultaneous particle image velocimetry and OH-PLIF measurements will be performed to support the findings from OH-PLIF images.
